KÓKINOS
Editorial Kókinos recently celebrated its twenty-third
anniversary with the same enthusiasm and philosophy
as when it first started: to enrich children’s literature
with picture books carefully selected with the ethical
and aesthetic commitment that children deserve.
We believe that good children’s books make good
readers and we are convinced that books made
with love make happy readers.
So we publish original and beautiful children’s books
with a lot of care and attention to detail. Our goal is
to make sure that children’s discovery of the world
around them is motivating and challenging.
Open your eyes and be amazed!
Editorial Kókinos

Who Goes There?
by Emilio Urberuaga
Rights sold:
Portuguese (Brazil) and Italian

Emil lives inside a book or to be more
precise inside the illustration of a
book. One day he discovers that if he
pushes hard on the line that borders
the illustration, he will break it and
enter another page. So he gives a
big kick and steps into a blank page.
He first explores the page and then
adds a table, a chair and a birdcage
until Coco, the protagonist of the
story, comes looking for him and
asks him to come back.
In 2011 Emilio Urberuaga received the Premio Nacional de Ilustración from
the Ministry of Culture in Spain.
Hardback / 240 x 260 / 32 pages / Editorial Kókinos

My Maze
by Pablo Guerrero
illustrated by Emilio Urberuaga

Inspired by the classic question “What
will I be when I grow up?” this lovely book
presents various professions through simple
and beautiful lines combined with fantastic
art. “When I’m a cook, your smile is the
finest flour.” “When I’m a pilot, I see you in
every cloud.”
Emilio Urberuaga gives a tender and
humorous touch to the song by Pablo
Guerrero in line with children’s emotions
and imagination. In 2011 Emilio Urberuaga
received the Premio Nacional de Illustración
from the Ministry of Culture in Spain.
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Hardback / 220 x 290 / 24 pp / Editorial Kókinos

The Rock
by Jorge Luján & Chiara Carrer
Rights sold: Korea and Portuguese (Brazil)

White Ravens 2014
On the outskirts of the village there’s a rock. The
rock has a question for those who approach it the ones who answer correctly can continue their
journey and the ones who don’t must turn back.
“Before I was a rock, what was I…?” asks the
rock. “An archipelago!” says Lucia who can pass.
“The tail of a snail!” says John who can also pass.
But how come that each time Pedro answers:
“You’ve never been anything but a rock!” he has
to turn around. Only the power of imagination and
creative thinking can move this very special rock.
Jorge Luján is a renowned poet and writer who offers the reader a text open
to endless interpretations. Teamed with stunning illustrations by internationallypublished Chiara Carrer, this book is a delight to read and to look at.
Hardback / 300 x 215 / 36 pages / Editorial Kókinos

Marc Just Couldn’t Sleep
by Gabriela Keselman
& Noemí Villamuza
Rights sold: Portuguese (Brazil),
English (USA) and Japanese

Marc really wants to go to sleep
but he simply can’t. He is scared
and worried. What if a giant
mosquito flew into his bedroom
and bit him? What if he fell out of
bed? Or what if the moon melted
and the world fell into darkness?
Marc’s mum tries everything possible to reassure her son until finally she
finds the most natural solution to help him sleep.
A touching story that will speak to a lot of children and parents. Gabriela
Keselman is an established author whose books have been published
internationally. Noemí Villamuza has published more than thirty books and
was finalist for the Premio Nacional de Illustración in 2002.
Hardback / 280 x 240 / 36 pp / Editorial Kókinos
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Don’t Go Away!
Gabriela Keselman & Gabriela Rubio
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Catalina does not like to say goodbye. She feels
something strange every time the sun sets or
a balloon flies away, when she loses a tooth
and her dad turns off the light at night. But she
understands that some things have to go in
order to receive other things equally beautiful,
funny and comforting. A special book that
leaves the reader room to understand why we
must sometimes say goodbye.
Gabriela Keselman is an established author
whose books have been published internationally. Gabriela Rubio has won
several awards such as the Lazarillo Illustration Prize.
Hardback / 250 x 345 / 40 pages / Editorial Kókinos

The Dream Master
by Nicolai Troshinsky
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

Once upon a time there was an old
man who could dream so well that he
could dream whatever he wanted - even
people’s deepest wishes. The rumour
that the old man was a professional
dreamer spread so far that many people
came to him with their dreams: the
sweeper wanted to be a footballer, the
waiter wanted to be a conductor and the
mechanics an astronaut. But was he really a dream master or was he just
a good storyteller? A dream book with exquisite artwork that you will not
want to wake up from.
Nicolai Troshinky was born in Moscow in 1985, studied illustration in Madrid
and then with Józef Wilkon and Linda Wolfsgruber in Sármede, Italy.
Hardback / 250 x 250 / 32 pp / Editorial Kókinos
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Feathered Things
by Jorge Luján & Mandana Sadat

Two angels pretending to be
friends or two friends pretending
to be angels. A book with multiple
readings and endless views on
these two heavenly characters
who exchange ideas and feelings
through bursting balloons.
A deep and powerful book that
guarantees a long flight.
Jorge Luján is a renowned poet and writer who offers the reader a text
open to endless interpretations. Mandana Sadat is a French children’s book
author and illustrator who studied illustration at “Les Arts Décoratifs de
Strasbourg”. She has worked with publishers in France, Spain and in many
other countries.
Hardback / 220 x 295 / 36 pages / Editorial Kókinos

In the End
by Silvia Nanclares & Miguel Brieva
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese

When she forgets her house keys, our
young heroin embarks on an amazing
adventure through the power of her
imagination. Filled with curiosity and
courage she discovers an imaginary world
and meets the most fantastic creatures.
Both a simple and intense book, In the
End stands half way between a picture
book and a graphic novel. The poetic text
combined with comics-style illustrations brings a unique experience that
you will want to repeat.
Miguel Brieva is a Spanish cartoonist who is well known for his cartoons in
the style of advertisements of the 1950s-1960s.
Hardback / 280 x 280 / 72 pages / Editorial Kókinos
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Happy Nap
by Leticia Ruifernández

A little girl wakes up her dog. They play together
until the dog eventually puts the little girl to sleep.
A beautiful simple bedtime story with gentle
watercolours.
Leticia Ruifernández has won several awards and
succeeds in HAPPY NAP to turn an everyday
story into a tender poem. The text refers to a
succession of actions –she approaches, walks away, looks for, finds, asks and
gives– that describe basic steps in children’s discovery of the world around
them. A perfect book to share during the day or at night. Even those reluctant
to go to bed will not be able to resist.
Hardback / 160 x 160 / 26 pages / Editorial Kókinos

Girl, Moon
by Leticia Ruifernández

A baby girl is startled by a new event in front of her
- birds are flying down from the moon towards her.
They eat, drink, kiss and fly back and the baby tries
to describe what she sees using her first words. In
this delicate and beautiful book, intrigue, wonder and
realisation unravel at a soft and almost silent pace. A
new creation by Leticia Ruifernández with her distinctive watercolours. A family
album to look at and repeat the words over and over again.
Hardback / 160 x 160 / 26 pages / Editorial Kókinos
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The Nap
by Silvia Nanclares
& Equipo Elático

A few words referring to those
everyday feelings that normally
go unnoticed are connected in
this book through photos just
like a puzzle. A kind of beautiful
game that completes the
powerful final scene. The simple
and evocative text combined
with the photographs take the
reader through the wonderful moment that is a shared nap between
parents and children.
Hardback / 280 x 240 / 32 pages / Editorial Kókinos

Switch on the Night
by Ray Bradbury & Noémi Villamuza

A lonely little boy who is scared of
the dark sits in his room alone, with
only light for company, until a little girl
named Dark appears and shows him
that light switches don’t just switch
off the light—they switch on the night.
And to switch on the night is to switch
on the stars, the moon, the crickets,
and the frogs. Noémi Villamuza was
finalist for the Premio Nacional de
Illustración in 2002 for De verdad
que no podía and four years later
she collaborates with Kókinos again
illustrating this beautiful text by Ray
Bradbury and bringing it to a new level.
Hardback / 240 x 310 / 40 pages /
Editorial Kókinos
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The Black Hole
by Jaime Compairé

Astronomers say that a black hole can be
much larger than what one can imagine. So
what do we really know about black holes?
Just like any child we know that it starts small
and that it gets deeper and larger than we can
imagine. In this clever novelty book we learn
that a black hole starts very small, the size of a
dot on a letter “i“, then it grows and grows and
after four weeks five black bears, six grizzly bears, seven polar bears and
eight tractor wheels could fit into a black hole. So can you imagine after
nine months, ten years ….? A very creative and instructive book by Jaime
Compairé.
Hardback / 215 x 215 / 50 pages / Editorial Kókinos

Hopscotch
by Antonio Ventura & Leticia Ruifernández

Paul just wants one thing with all his
heart - that Martha loves him. So when
he plays hopscotch in the school yard,
he tries hard to win, to reach the sky and
make the same wish - let Martha love me.
Antonio Ventura is a teacher, an editor
and an author who founded in 1977 the
children’s literature magazine Babar. Leticia
Ruifernández is a talented illustrator known
for her distinctive watercolours.
Hardback / 215 x 215 / 40 pages / Editorial
Kókinos
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Being and appearing
by Jorge Luján & ISOL
Rights sold: French, Portuguese (Brazil)
and Italian

White Ravens 2010
Winner of Banco del Libro 2011
Winner of 2013 Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award
A simple and at the same time profound poem
wrapped in bold illustrations that tells us that we
are not what we appear to the naked eye. An
invitation into a journey beyond appearance to
discover who we really are.
Hardback / 20 x 28 / 32 pages / Editorial
Kókinos
PREMIO ASTRID
LINDGREN 2013
A ISOL

My body and me

by Jorge Luján & ISOL
Rights sold: Portuguese (Brazil)

What do children think about their own
body? The protagonist of this book believes
that he is very different from his own body.
For instance his body washes in water
whilst he bathes in laughter. At night his
body sleeps whilst he escapes into dreams.
But the protagonist prefers his own body
after all because he lends him his eyes. A
powerful book
Hardback / 20 x 28 / 32 pages / Editorial
Kókinos
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Winter afternoon
by Jorge Luján & Mandana Sadat

Rights sold: English, Portuguese (Brazil), Polish,
Chinese, Japanese and Korean.
This beautiful poem written by Jorge Luján is
about a child waiting for his mother to come
home deals with separation and reunion.
Mandana Sadat’s splendid illustrations add an
emotional and tender layer to the text. Winter
Afternoon is the result of two great creative
minds meeting for the first time.
Jorge Luján is a renowned poet and writer
who offers the reader a text open to endless
interpretations. Mandana Sadat is a French
children’s book author and illustrator who studied illustration at “Les Arts
Décoratifs de Strasbourg”. She has worked with publishers in France,
Spain and in many other countries.
Hardback / 240 x 310 / 40 pages / Editorial Kókinos

Good Morning, Mr Day
by Ana Rossetti & Jorge Artajo

Mireya and her friends greet the new day, Mr
Today, and wonder what is in store for them.
Sun, clouds, a storm? They go out on an
exciting trip but suddenly the bright and sunny
day turns cloudy and it starts raining. When night
comes, Mireya feels a little scared but luckily the
lights in her house reassures her and brings her
pleasant thoughts.
Hardback / 245 x 340 / 36 pages / Editorial Kókinos
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